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Let the space of integration be the finite space enclosed by a surface S. We thus avoid the integration over the surface of a sphere of infinite radius. Supposing V to be the potential of any attracting mass, the function of x, y, z represented by p becomes, by Poisson's theorem, the density of the mass at the element dv. The right-hand side of this equation is therefore — 4m M, where M is that portion of the mass which is inside 8. Also dV/dn represents the outward normal force. The equation therefore asserts that the whole outward flux across any surface S is — 4ijrM. This is Gauss' theorem.
154. Green's equivalent layer- Let V = 1/r' where r' is the distance of any point within the space of integration from some given point P. Let the integration extend throughout the space internal or external to S according as P is external or internal In this way we make 1/r finite throughout the integration.
Since 4f7rp = — V- F',  p   is DOW zero, and Green's equation
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Here the r' on the right-hand side is the distance of P from dv and on the left-hand side r is the distance of the same point from the element dcr of the surface.
We shall now suppose that V is the potential of some attracting system, part of which may be inside >Sy and part outside. The right-hand side of the equation is evidently 4>7rVl where Vl is the potential at P of that part of the attracting mass which is on the side of S opposite to P.
The equation asserts that tho potential at P of that part of tho system on tho opposite nidc in equal to that of a thin layer placed on tho surface 8 whose surface density I) at any point Q, (P(l = rf) is given l>y
whore F"is the potential at Q of the whole system.    To make D independent of the position of P we shall get rid of the terms which contain r'.
155. Let the surface $ be such that the potential V of the whole attractwff system is constant and equal to V8 over its area. Then S is a level surface, or a closed portion of a level surface, of the whole system. Since l/r' is the potential at dcr of a unit mass placed at P, we have by Gauss' theorem
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